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For the Roman Iron Age and Migration Period, based on the combination of the
find context and written sources, it has convincingly been proven that gold arm-
rings were associated with military retinue systems. For the VikingAge, gold rings
have been neglected as an important object group until now. The Old Norse writ-
ten sources, with many references to gold rings offer a great potential to analyse

their function in the Vking Age. The article discusses the fact that gold rings do
not appear in burials in this period any more, but are found almost exclusively in
single hoards, and that in contrast to their silver counterparts they were never cut
down into pieces.
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Introduction

The following article is a short approach to
the topic which will be the main subject in
a broader study. The focus is on the function
and meaning of gold rings in connection with
Old Norse written sources. Gold rings are a
kind of material which was always included
in the studies about the big early medieval
hack-silver finds of Scandinavia (Grieg1929;
Skovmand 1942; Stenberger 1947, 1958;
Hirdh 1976, 1996; \Tiechmann 1996) but
they have never been analysed for themselves.

That circumstance distinguishes them from
the archaeology of the Late Roman Iron Age

and Migration Period, which focuses on gold
finds.

"Gefolgschaft" in the Late Roman

Iron Age and Migration Period

Archaeologists who deal with the Late Ro-
man Iron Age and Migration Period assume

that the social system is based on "Gefolg-
schaften" or warrior retinues. This theory is

developed on the basis ofthe historical source

ofThcitus and his description of the comitatus
(Germania, cc. 13, 14) as a kind of social sys-

tem in Barbaricum. This text passage is still
intensely discussed and it is not certain how
the social system described really worked.

The preoccupation with Gefolgscharten is

even more fraught, as the concept is affected
in many diflerent ways. The definition of this
kind of social concept is influenced by mod-
ern scientific ideas of retinue systems amal-
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gamated with the reports of ancient histori-
ans, which should be assessed critically. In H.
Steuer's opinion (Steuer 1998, p. 546) retinue
systems are basically military concepts, which
combine the aim of gaining political power
by a mutual relationship which is judicially
regulated. One suggestion as to how this kind
of social system could have worked is that
it was structured in an open ranking system

including payment methods. The retainers

were rewarded by their ruler with weapons,

horses and jewellery. Gold rings had a special

position between all the other gifts because it
seemed as if they functioned also as a sym-

bol for affiliation to a ruler (perhaps the king)
(Steuer 1982; Steuer 1998). They reflected

the ritual-religious act of joining the retain-
ers, which was mostly connected with ritual
meals, drinking rituals or religious slaughter.

The relations bet'*.een retainers and their rul-
er existed beyond the death of one member.
Because of this it is in some cases possible to
connect archaeological material with retinue
systems.

As mentioned above, the retinue system

circumscribes a judicial-religious relationship
between humans which is very complex and

avoids archaeological traceability. It is not
possible to interpret those objects exclusively

on the basis of material sources. In connec-

tion with the written sources however, the

evidence of retainers in the Roman Iron Age

and the Migration Period seems to have been

proved archaeologically.

The symbols of the Late Roman

Iron and Migration Period "Ge-

folgschaft"

In the Late Roman Iron Age there are sud-

denly finds of gold neck-, arm- and finger-
rings appearing in graves or deposits. As U.
Lund Hansen (1998, 2001) deduced, the

jewellery was used as means of payment but
at the same time the different ring types were

often interpreted as badges ofrank.
In connection with Thcitus' report they are

therefore thought to be connected with the

retainers of the king (elite?)

Even the most famous male weapon graves

and war boory sacrifices of the Late Roman

Iron Age contain gold rings (Lund-Hansen

1998, 2001; v. Carnap-Bornheim 1996), Iike

the arm-ring from the male grave Himmlingoje
1894, Denmark (Lund-Hansen 2001, p.

182), the neck-ring from Avaldsnes, Norway
or the gold ring deposits in the war boory sac-

rifices of Illerup Adal, D.nmark, Thorsbjerg,
Germany, Porskjrr, Denmark or Skedemosse,

Sweden (v. Carnap-Bornheim 1996, 349ff.).
V Carnap-Bornheim demonstrated impres-

sively the function of gold arm and neck-rings

as Late Roman Iron Age military badges of
rank which can be traced back to sarmthian

burrials of the 1" century BC. Especially col-

ben arm-rings present a very uniform type of
ring which occur from the beginning of the

3'd century until the 6'h century BC as status

symbols in the north-western babaricum (v.

Carnap-Bornheim 19 9 6, 3 60
Beside gold rings other gifts which symbol-

ized the relationship between ruler and follow-
er occur in the Migration Period - for exam-

ple weapons or clothes. Especially the sword

had a very special meaning, often described in
the Icelandic sagas and also in Beowulf as an

object with own life and biography. For the

Migration Period ring swords represent re-

tainer symbols which are commonly found in
the burials of high-ranking warriors. But even

in these rich graves one can find some kind
ofgradation between very rich graves and less

rich ones. As Steuer (1987) pointed out, the

symbolic meaning of the pair of rings on the

weapon was obviously more important than

onet personal wealth or the value of the sword.

The ring sword was initially a continental tra-

dition - used in the antrustio of the Frankish
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kings. This kind of Frankish "Gefolgschaft" is

different from the one described by Thcitus in
the preceding periods. The retainers were no
longer free men, but dependent on their ruler.
Because of the Swedish ring-sword finds Steu-

er (1987) is the opinion of that a continenral
tradition was taken over by some Scandinavi-
an retainers coming home from the Frankish
realm. Perhaps they did not only establish the
ring sword as a sign of power but also initiated
the whole dntruttil system in their Scandina-
vian homelands with a pagan background.
The role of the ring sword in that system is

to characterize the personal relationship or -
better - the personal commitment between
ruler and retainer.

"Gefolgschaft" in the Viking Age

It is not until the Middle Ages that there is
evidence for the existence of retinue systems in
the written sources. One example from Nor-
way is the Hirdsbrd, which was first wrirren
down between 1274 and 1277.The Hirdshrd
is the law of the Norwegian warrior retinues
and their duties (Bagge 1991b, p. 34). Here
it is clear that a very important point seemed
to be obedience and loyalty to the king or
ruler. A similar law for Danish retainers was

the Vitherlagsret, which appeared in differ-
ent written forms and times, first in the 12'h

century (Strauch 2006). But both law rexts,
Hirdshrd and Vitherlagsret, seem to have been

composed on the basis of older orally trans-
mitted laws (cf. Bagge 1991b). Although it is

therefore very likely that such kind of retinue
systems can be postulated in early medieval
times, it may be assumed that Viking Age reti-
nue systems differed very much from the ones

described in the medieval law texts. From the
12'hcentury onwards the hird became centre
of an imperial aristocracy which later formed
the "Dienstadel" (Bagge 1991a). Then the re-
lationship to the king became more and more

indissoluble and the ideology of subjection
to the king was a central point of the hird.
Concerning the Viking Age, it is assumed that
retinue systems were open-ranked and most
likely still based on gift-giving, as accepted

for the Late Roman Iron Age and Migration
Period. By this custom different people were

bound together by the exchange ofgifts.

Gift-giving as "weapons in the

battle for social position'

L. Hedeager (1994, p. 132) pointed out
that "the Scandinavian societies of the Viking
period were open systems in which every sin-
gle member or every individual family had
continually to defend his or their position
against others, theoretically of equal rank."
Apart from physical protecrion, the safe-

guarding of onet position in society could
be achieved by the use of the gift-giving sys-

tem. The Old Norse written sources, skaldic
and Eddic poetry as well as Icelandic sagas,

often describe this phenomenon with weap-
ons, ships and jewellery as gifts but gold rings
are also mentioned. These special kinds of
payment formed the basis of the gift-giving
economy of that time. Those gifts were "the

axis around which the upper stratum of so-

ciety moved; by means of the gift and the re-

ciprocal gift social systems were continually
recreated" (ibid, p. 132). \Tealth in that time
meant not only material wealth but primarily
wealth in social position, alliances and con-
nections. These connections and alliances

were achieved through the exchange of gifts.
\X/ith B. Hirdh (1975, p. 16) in thar case we
can talk of gifts as "special-purpose money''
that fulfils only some functions of money. But
even though material wealth such as gold and
silver seems to have been the "weapons in the
battle for social position' (Hedeager 1994, p.

I32), gold rings have to be treated separately,
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as they obviously had a special function as

symbols for a relationship between chieftain
and his men.

Gold rings in the written sourc-

es: the presents of the king

In the Old Norse written sources gold
rings are often described as a gift of the king
or a ruler to his men or are related to the kings

men. The latter is the case in the 19'h stanza of
the poem Haraldskuadi (Hrafnsmdl) by F6rb-
j<irn hornklofi:

A gerdum sir leira
On their clothes one sees

ok d gollbaugum
and on their gold rings

at eru i kannleikarn uid konung

that they are friends of the king

es leim Haraldr ualdi

how Harald donated them.

\With his verse the poet characterizes one of
the most important attributes of retainers in
the early Middle Ages in Scandinavia. This
Norwegian source from the 12'h centuryl de-

scribes how men were recognizable as the king's

men because of their gold rings as attributes.
In that source the poet used the old Icelan-

dic word gollbaugum, which means gold ring
and derives from baugr. Another word which
was used in order to describe rings is hringr.

Even though both words mean gold ring, they
were used in different contexts, depending on

the particular function of the ring. S. Engeler
(1991), who examined Old Norse words for
money, tried to ascertain whether baugr was

a word for ring-money or not. She concluded

that the word was exclusively used only for
gold rings and not for the ones made out of
silver. The word occurs in all genres of Old
Norse literature - skaldic and Eddic poetry as

well as in the Icelandic sagas. Nevertheless it
seems that the function is a different one in
each type of genre. In this context only some

of the references which were found in the

skaldic poetry will be introduced as they can

be regarded as Vking Age primary sources.2

In connection with the word lestir the term
baugr in skaldic poetry meant "ring-breaker".

Originally it was thoughr that baugr-lestir was

an expression meaning "ring money'', but it
turned out that it actually describes the king
as a generous man. Hence baugr can rather

be comprehended in the sense of "a precious-

ness" or "a present". In its function the word

stands in the group of other words for a spe-

cial kind of money.

The term baugr proves the existence of a

special type of fee or wage for particular per-

sons who were retainers (and maybe poets?)

of the king or ruler. The baugr itself was only
awarded by the ruler himself. The gold ring in
that function as a reward for retainers given

by the king is not only mentioned in the OId
Norse sources but also in some Saxon and Old
High German written sources. For example in
the Old High German Hildebrandslied (33) or

the Saxon Heliand. Here the gold ring is also

a generous present from the king, blg-gebo

"ring-giver" (Heliand 2738) to his bkg-wini
"ring-friend" (Heliand 2756) - the retainer.

Though written down in the 9'h century the

idea in both these texts has to be chronologi-

cally assigned to the Late Roman iron Age

and Migration Period. They therefore docu-

ment the existence of a long tradition of the

use of gold rings as a symbol of the relation-

ship between king and follower.

The gold ring as a gift is also preserved in
Icelandic sagas, but it is always difficult to in-
terpret these sources, and the discussion con-

t...1
t...1
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cerning the sagas is a very controversial one.

They are regarded as secondary sources, but
at the same time these sources give us an ac-

count of Viking Age social organization. It
is not clear whether the traditions described
may be older than suggested, and most prob-
ably they partly reflect younger customs or in-
cidents as they were written 200 or 300 years

after the Viking Age. Moreover, it is necessary

to say that they probably do not always illus-
trate "real life" but reflect ideas or imagination
too.

Nevertheless, given the frequent occurrence
of gold rings in connection with the king or a
ruler in all Old Norse written sources, it seems

reasonable to suggest that they played an es-

sential role in the gift-giving economy of the
Viking Age - not only because of their mate-
rial value but also because of their symbolic
meaning. Gold rings did not possess all of the
functions that money had and - as their writ-
ten tradition and find context indicates - they
were indeed not used as common payment.

The archaeological state of
source

The number of gold objects found in graves

and hoards in the Migration Period is remark-
ably high. \7hile silver was the "everyday mon-
ey'' in the Viking Age, gold had that function
during the Migration Period (lViechmann
1996, p. 184). In the Viking Age the amount
of gold decreases radically. In comparison
to the quantity of silver rings, gold rings are
yery rare though with an actual number of
288 items (neck-, arm- and finger-rings) it is

much higher than presumed (Fig. 1).

Besides the divergent amount of rings, the
character of silver and gold finds difFers too.
Silver rings of every size - arm-, finger- and
neck-rings - appear in a huge number in the
hack-silver hoards, while gold rings almost ex-

clusively occur as single finds or appear as a

small group of rings found together in hoard
contexts (Fig. 2). Their execution is nearly the
same - they consist of one or more rods curled
together into one ring, regardless of wheth-
er they were made of silver or gold. \X/hile
neck-rings were exclusively curled, arm- and
finger-rings could be manufactured as massive

bracelets too. The latter forms appear mainly
on Gotland and Bornholm. The most impor-
tant difference between gold and silver rings
in general is the fact that gold was never cut
down to pieces.

\X/hile the amount ofhack-gold in the Mi-
gration Period was extremely high, we know
only one or two examples of hack-gold in the
Vking Age. To group the gold rings in a spe-

cific rypical order, it is necessary to connect
them to the silver ring material. The differ-
ent silver ring types were included in difierent
typology systems. Because of the similarity in
their construction one can transfer those ty-
pological systems to the gold rings. The two
latest typologies are those of Hirdh (1976, p.

48), which is based on the southern Swedish
material, and one made by R. \Tiechmann
(1996, pp. 4I f.) in the context of his work on
the northern German hoards. Both systems

consist of almost the same categories - fasten-
ing, body, and the form of the different wires.
The main difference between the two systems

is the absence ofa category for finger-rings in
the southern Swedish typology. The reason for
this is the absence of complete finger-rings in
that region. For the material from Schleswig-
Holstein \Tiechmann groups five different
types offinger-rings - rype A to E - but there
is no more than one or two examples for each

rype of ring.
A still unsolved major problem is the dat-

ing of ring material. In the aforementioned
works about Viking Age hack-silver hoards
one can find different chronological systems

for silver rings (cf. Grieg 1929; Skovmand
1942; Stenberger 1947, 1958; Htudh 1975,
1996; \Tiechmann 1996). These systems
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Fig. 1. Overall distribution of gold rings (n= 288)

were developed on the basis of coin material
in the silver hoards, which makes the whole
deposit datable. For gold hoards the case is

much more difficult because almost all gold
rings are found singly or together with other
rings and are found without any datable ma-

terial. Hence the only way to put them in a

chronological framework is to compare them
with silver rings. Therefore until now nearly

all gold rings generally have to be dated to the

10th/11th century. Apart from them, a large

number of gold hoards have not been dated

at all, and the only information given, espe-

cially for the British Isles, is "Viking Age" or

"scandinavian type of ring". Only rwo exam-

ples of gold hoards dated to the 9'r'century are

known in Scandinavia hitherto.
One of them is the single arm-ring find

from Ribylille, Denmark (Skovmand 1942, p.

36;Jargensen & Vang Petersen 1998, p.296;
\Tamers 2005, p. 157) (Fig.3) which is a very

special find because of its incised decoration.

It bears a Christian symbol which is known

from a large number of Christian manuscripts

as well as from other ecclesiastical artefacts of
rhe 8'l'to the 10'l'century (Jorgensen & Vang

Petersen 1998, p. 296).The shape of the arm-
ring is very rare in Viking Age Scandinavia.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of single finds (O) and hoard finds with more than one arrefad (A).

Only a small number of comparable silver
arm-rings are known from Denmark, e.g. in
the hoard from Tostrup on the isle of Mon
(Skovmand 1942, p. 35). This type of ring,
which dates to the 9'h century, was made of a
thin sheet of metal and could be described as

flat bracelets rather than arm-rings.
The second 9'h-century gold hoard is the

one from Hoen, Norway (Fuglesang & \fil-
son 2006) (Fig. a). Besides gold pendants,
brooches and other gold objects, it contained
two gold neck-rings, three gold arm-rings and
two gold finger-rings. The character of this
gold hoard has to be regarded as special, too,

Fig. 3. Gold ring from Ribylille, Denmark (]or-
gensen & Vang Petersen 1998, p.296).
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Fig. 4. Hoard from Hoen, Norway (Fuglesang 2005, pl.7l)

Fig. 5. Gold ring from Bjornkjmgail, Denmark
(Jorgensen 8c Vang Petersen L998, p.295).

because of the mixture of many objects of dif-
ferent origin (Russia, France, Byzantium and

of course Scandinavia) and with an impres-

sive time span from the 4d'century to the 9'h

century.
Summing up, there are a few but aggra-

vating differences between Viking Age hack-

silver hoards and gold hoards: first, gold

hoards consist mostly of only one ring (Fig.

5) (only 8 Scandinavian gold hoards consist

of more than two rings), and second, these

rings are always complete items.3 This is the

reason why Hirdh (1976,1996) divided the

southern Swedish material into two categories

of finds of different function. She thinks of
hack-silver hoards as commercial deposits and

distinguishes them from the gold deposits.

Distribution patterns in the Viking'World
Regarding their distribution, most of the

gold rings were found in Sweden with an

overwhelming amount found on Gotland
(Fig. 1) - which is a special case for Viking
Age archaeology in many ways. Another fac-

tor in this picture of distribution is a critical

assessment of sources: due to the excellent da-

tabase from the Museum of National Antiqui-
ties in Stockholm, which makes it very easy to

get a rather complete picture of the Swedish

gold ring material. Another large concentra-

tion can be found on the Danish islands and a
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Fig. 6. Hoard from Vester Vedsted, Denmark (Jorgensen & Vang Petersen 1998, p.298)

few examples exist in the British Isles and one

special find is the gold finger-ring from the
famous boat grave on the Ile de Groix, France
(Mtiller-\7ille 1978). Not only the distribu-
tion shows differences but also the combina-
tion of artefacts within the gold hoards, if
there are more than one object. As mentioned
before, nearly all gold hoards consist only of
rings. Only a few examples combine other jew-

ellery or coins with gold rings, such as Vester

Vedsted, Denmark (Skovmand 1942, p. 71,;

Jorgensen & Vang Petersen 1998, p. 298) or
Ostra Torp No. 5, Sweden (Hirdh 7976, p.

15) (Fig.6), All one can say at present is that

the number of finds with more than one gold
object is higher in Denmark than in Sweden,

Norway or the British Isles (Fig. 2). These re-

gional differences in the composition of gold
hoards will be one part of the ongoing work.

Remarkably, the number of finger-rings
among the gold rings is very high, but the
biggest group among Viking Age gold rings
are arm-rings, the number of finger-rings is
almost the same and the smallest group is the
neck-rings (Fig. 1). Of a total of 2BB rings,
136 examples are finger-rings. Again, the
highest concentration can be found in Den-
mark and of course on Gotland. A few gold
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finger-rings were found on the Swedish main-
land, in Norway and the British Isles.

The l4l known gold arm-rings show al-

most the same distribution pattern, with a

high concentration on the Danish islands, es-

pecially Zealand. There seems to be another

concentration of arm-rings in central Sweden

and of course on Gotland. In some regions the

distribution of gold rings makes up a proper
pattern, as on Zealand with a high concentra-

tion of arm-rings around the Roskilde lord
(Fig, 7) in the immediate viciniry of the royal

estate.

Patterns can be found within the distri-
bution of neck-rings, too. There are only 9

known gold neck-rings in Scandinavia and

the British Isles. Their distribution shows a

regular spread all over Scandinavia (Fig. 8)

next to important centres of the Viking Age.

At present it is not possible to say whether
the divergent number of ring sizes could be

affected by possible different functions within
a hierarchic rank system, or if it is just because

of their size - asmall finger ring is much easier

to lose than an arm- or neck-ring.

A profane approach: The symbol of the re-
tainers?

Based on the combination of written
sources and the find context for the Roman

Iron Age and Migration Period, it has been

convincingly proven that gold arm-rings had a

special meaning and that they were associated

with military retinue systems. Regarding the

potential of the Old Norse written sources,

with many references to gold rings awarded

by a ruler or even the king, and the astonish-

ingly high number of Viking Age gold rings,

it should now be promising to try to apply
this method to the Viking Age.

S. Eisenschmidt (1994), and before her

Steuer (1982), pointed out that the chamber
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graves ofthe 1Oth century represenr the next
rank directly after the royal burials and hence

should include the burials ofthe retainers ofthe
king. The chamber graves are remarkably rich
in construction and grave goods, e.g. drinking
vessels, weapons and horse equipment, but
there is none containing a ring - neither of
gold nor of silver. Most of the chamber graves

- synonymous with weapon graves - contain
a sword or an axe. The letter are in some cases

very richly decorated and hence seem ro have
formed a kind of "warrior symbol" (Petersen

2003, p. 157). Anryay, they obviously did
not represent a retainer symbol in the specific
way that the gold rings did as described in the
Old Norse written sources.

As mentioned above, all Vking Age gold
rings have been discovered in hoard conrexrs.

Only five examples are known from grave
contexts: one gold finger ring in the boat
grave from the Ile de Groix in France (Miiller-

\fille 1978, p.53), one gold neck-ring in the
man's grave "Store Kongshoj" on the island of
Mors, Denmark (Brondsted 1936, pp. BB f.)

- not quite a neck ring but a pearl wire for a

Thort hammer - and three gold finger-rings,
all of them from woment burials (Gammel-
jord, Hjorring (Brondsted 1.936, p.82); Hov-
sor, Thisted (Brondsted 1936, p.87); Hald,
Randers (Brondsted 1936, pp. 95 f.)) from
Denmark. The determinarion of the sex of the
three "women's burials" with gold finger-rings
has to be considered very uncertain as grave
goods are missing. The graves from Hovsor
and Hald consist only of one ring with no
other goods in combination. The burial from
Gammeljord contained only one bead in ad-
dition. As a result it can be established that
gold rings definitely do not appear where they
should following the self-evidenr assumption:
in the male burials of the retainers.

-i:.
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A sacral approach: "odins law" or ternple
hoard?

In this context the latest work of C.

Fabech (2006) could be of importance, as she

dealt with some new aspects concerning the

function of rings and ring deposits in the Vi-
king Age. She worked out that central places

of the Migration Period and Viking Age like

Tisso (Jorgensen 2002) and Uppiicra (Larsson

2002), with their cult buildings and in some

cases indications of sanctuaries (e.g. Borg in
Ostergotland, Fabech 2006, p.27) represent

the harg (Old Norse ht)rgr) and hou (Old
Norse Zaf, which are described in the Old
Norse sources. The reports a6ow hargs and

hous often mention idols decorated with gold
and silver rings as well as rings lying on top of
altars.a These written sources see m very inter-

esting with regard to some speciai Viking Age

hoards, for exarnple the one fi'om Eketorp in
Nerke, Oland. This silver hoard was found in
a swamp. It consists of two neck-rings, two

arm-rings and two finger-rings amongst other

silver jewellery. Some of the most interesting

artefacts among them are some amulets - a

miniature chair, a swordstnan, a Thor's ham-

mer, a snake pendant and five strike-a-iight

pendants. The find context, the composition,
and the time span of 300 years characterize

the hoard as a very special find, rvhich is not
comparable with the typical hack-silver finds

from the Viking Age. The amulets in particu-
lar allow us to assurne a religior,rs connection.
The place where the hoard was found is right
beside the nunnery of Rieseberga. Because of
some Eskilstuna stone cists and a very early

stone church, it is assumed that the area was

converted to Christianity very early. Thus

Fabech likes to think of the Eketorp find as a

temple hoard. Perhaps the rings and amulets

once lay on the altar and were used in pagan

ceremonies. After the destruction of the pa-

gan temple, the temple hoard was in danger of
being used for commercial purposes. To safe-

guard the pieces, they might have been depos-

ited in the swamp. The find of Eketorp is very

much comparable to the above-mentioned

gold ueasure from Hoen, Norway. Consist-

ing of different pieces of jewellery, including
rwo neck-rings, two arm-rings and a number

of pendants, it is the biggest known Viking
Age gold hoard. The time span of this hoard

is even longer than the one of the Eketorp

hoard, covering 500 years. The oldest piece

from the Hoen treasure dates to the 4'h cen-

nrry; the youngest to the 9th century. Origi-
nally thought to be a temple hoard (Holmboe

1835; Grieg 1929, p. 192), scholars now be-

lieve that this find has to be regarded as the

treasure of a nobleman (\Tilson 2006' 25).

But the amalgamation of religious and secular

pieces against the background of the written
reports about "oath rings" and idols decorated

with gold and silver rings allow us to assume

that the Hoen hoard could perhaps be inter-
preted as a temple hoard, too.

The differentiation between commercial/

profane treasures and sacral hoards in many

cases is not distinct. One way of interpretation
is to relate gold rings to "Odin's law" ("you

will enjoy in the afterlife what you have hid-
den when alive"). A large part of silver hoards

can be seen in that context as accumulations

of payment which were intended to be accessi-

ble in onet afterlife. Consequently this would
mean that the gold ring hoards would have to

be regarded as commercial deposits, too. But
C. Forsberg (1967168) worked out that gold
treasures seem to be too small to be consid-

ered as an accumulation of payment. Another
argument that underlines her statement is the

fact that gold artefacts were almost exclusively

hidden separate from silver material. Hence

it is much more likely that this is due to a

different meaning. Fabecht (2006) attempt
opens up another way of interpreting at least

some hoards, apart from looking at them as

reversible tfeasures or as treasures in connec-

tion with Odint law. Especially gold hoards,

which mainly consist of a small number of
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rings, should be seen in connection with re-

ligious ceremonies. Most probably they were
worn by the godi at religious ceremonies, for
example to swear oaths on the ring. These

gold rings could have passed down as parts of
temple hoards which were hidden to protect
them from destruction or commercial use in
Christian times. Fabech (2006, 29 f.) would
see many of the single finds of gold arm-rings
in that special context, but the written and
also the archaeological sources allow a lot
more room for interpretation. As emphasized

before, especially gold rings appear in more

contexts than in connection with cult build-
ings and religious ceremonies in the OId Nor-
dic sources. As a gift from the king/leader to
his retainers, the ring is a symbol of solidarity
in the gift-giving society (Hedeager 1994).

Summary
Silver rings are mentioned in connection

with the hack-silver economy but also in con-
nection with sacral ceremonies and as part
of temple hoards. Gold rings emerge in the
context of sacral ceremonies even if it is not
quite clear which form of rings were used.

Furthermore, gold arm-rings and also finger-
rings played a major role in the Nordic writ-
ten sources as part of the retinue system. Gold
and silver artefacts were combined only in a

very few hoards,5 due, one may assume, to a

different intention in the deposition of gold
and silver hoards. But the gold rings in the

Viking Age might also have been a combina-
tion of both, as symbols of the retainers and
awarded by the king, and could have com-
bined profane and sacral function - even ifnot
as temple hoards. The circumstances in which
the gold rings were found - almost exclusively
as single hoards and never chopped down to
pieces - show that they were regarded in a dif-
ferent way from their silver counterparts. The
absence of gold rings in graves rules out the
function as a single personal piece ofjewellery
or part ofthe dress.

Since gold rings are not represented among

grave goods and only appear in hoards or as

single finds, one has to assulne a kind of sacral

function. The king as the one who awards the
ring would then be the intermediary between
the sacral sphere and his retainer, from whom
he accepts a secular obligation. This would
mean that especially the gold rings have to be

seen at the same time in a sacral and profane
context. \forn in the retainert lifetime as a

powerful symbol of his profane relationship
to the king, the gold ring was at the same time
a link to the metaphysical world through the
act of awarding by the ruler as an intermedi-
ary with the sacral sphere.

Notes

I There is an ongoing discussion about the
exact dating of this source. Wrile the first
part (stanzas 1-12) dates to the 9'h century,
K. von See (1961, 97) convincingly shows

that the last part (from stanza 12 on) must
be a later addition, which he assigns to the
12'l'century,

2 The stories of the Eddic poetry are placed
in the time of the Migration Period, which
makes it very difficult to use them as evi-
dence for the Viking Age. Besides this
chronological problem, it seems that the
function of gold rings in Eddic poetry is
different from that in the skaldic verses or
the Icelandic sagas.

3 There are some very rarc pieces of hack-

gold in Viking Age treasures, too, for ex-

ample in the hoard of Vester Vedsted near

Ribe in Denmark. But because of the
small amount in contrast to the silver ma-
terial, one cannot speak of a regular and
frequently appearance of hack-gold.

4 Fabech (2006, p.27) quotes H6fstadir as

the best known example of such a hou-site.

The cult building of H6fstadir is described
in the Eyrbygja sagd as a "large building
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[...], and in the middle of the foor, a so-

cle was placed, resembling an altar. On the

socle lay a penannular ring on which oaths

were sworn, and at all assemblies the godi
of the hou had to wear it on his arm."

5 For example in the hoard from Vester Ved-

sted, Denmark or the hoard from Ostra
Torp, Sweden.
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